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QUESTION 1

A merchant with three websites using en_GB. fr_FR and de_AT requires a change in locale to de_DE for the German
Production website After running the following command on Production you notice the frontend design of the German
website is broken: 

Php bin/magento config:set –scope=websites –scopes code=germ general /local./codede_DE 

Static content deployment is set up toon the deploy phase. 

Why did this happen? 

A. Static Content is not pre-generated for the de_DE locale 

B. de_DE is not writeable in pub/static and has to be configured via the .magento.app.yaml file 

C. The magento-cloud environment: deploy command has not been run yet to generate static content for the new locale 

D. STA"IC_CONTENT_SYKLINK is not Configured in the .magento.env.yaml file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Magento Support advises you lo upgrade to the latest release of ece-tools matching the project\\'s Magento Commerce
version 2 3 1. 

How do you do that? 

A. Require the exact version with composer require magento/ece-tools:2.3.1-px where X is the latest release number 

B. Clone the repository githab.com/magento/ece-tools and copy the ate/folder to vendor/magento/ecetools/src 

C. Run the command composer update magento/ece-tools 

D. Run the Command ece-tools self-upgrade 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are upgrading a project to the latest versionof Magento Commerce Cloud and part of the process 

involves a PHP version upgrade. This is now ready to be tested by the QA Team on the Integration 

environment. 

How do you apply the PHP version upgrade? 

A. Change the PHP version in the .magento. app. yaml file and re-deploy 
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B. SSH Into the Integration environment and upgrade PHP manually 

C. Change the php_version configuration in the ,magento,env,yaml file and re-deploy 

D. Use the magento-cloud CLI tool to update the php_version variable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to directly access the database that belongs to your Integration environment from your local environment. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Find the connection Information from the env.php file and connect with your local MySQL client 

B. Collect the SSH connection details using magento-cloud ssh --pipe and connect with your local MySQL client 

C. Add the ece-tools db-expose command to your deploy hook 

D. Use the magento-cloud db:sql command 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant slates the downtime during the deployment phase is too long. 

After analysis, it is determined the static content deployment is the longest process. 

Static content needs to be available immediately after deployment. 

How can the static content deployment time to be reduced? 

A. Move static content deploy the build phase 

B. Commit var.view_preprocessed to git so italready exists during the deployment phase 

C. Set stage /global/SKIP_SCD to true. 

D. Reduce the number of store view website 

Correct Answer: A 
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